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What is Your Diagnosis?

A rare cause of gastric outlet obstruction
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Question:
An 89-year-old woman was admitted with complaints
of nausea, vomiting, and epigastric pain after having
meals. A computed tomography scan of the abdomen
showed a 12.5-cm mass in the fundus of the stomach, which extended to the duodenum (Figure 1).

Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy showed a polypoid lesion with a thick and long stalk that originated
from fundus and extended to the duodenum. The
head of the lesion prolapsed through the pylorus
into the duodenal bulb and caused gastric outlet obstruction (Figure 2).

Image of the Issue

Figure 2. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy showed a polypoid
lesion with a thick and long stalk that originated from the fundus
and extended to the duodenum
Figure 1. A computed tomography scan of the abdomen showed
a giant mass that was 12.5 cm in length in the fundus of the stomach, which extended to the duodenum
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gastric GISTs. The endoscopic appearance of the lesion was not
typical for a gastric GIST. The other interesting presentation of
the tumor was its long pseudo-peduncle, which caused duodenal obstruction.
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Figure 3. Laparoscopic wedge resection was performed for the complete
removal of the giant polyp (7.5×6.5×5.5 cm at the macroscopic examination)
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Answer: Combined right and left bile duct variations
Laparoscopic wedge resection with a 1-cm rim of normal
gastric tissue was performed for the complete removal of the
polyp. At a macroscopic examination, it was found to be a
7.5×6.5×5.5 cm lesion (Figure 3). Its histopathology was consistent with the features of a gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST)
with negative tumor margins. GISTs can originate from anywhere along the gastrointestinal tract, but they are frequently
located in the stomach (1). Gastric GISTs are generally incidentally found during upper gastrointestinal endoscopy (2).
The vast majority of gastric GISTs are asymptomatic, unless the
tumor is large enough to cause symptoms or has bleeding ulcerations (2). Hyperplastic and pedunculated large gastric polyps located in the gastric antrum may cause gastric outlet syndrome (3). Although GISTs are submucosal lesions, in our case,
it mimicked a pedunculated polyp. This presentation is rare for
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